JUDGE SULZBERGER TALKS

JUDGE SULZBERGER, of the New York Supreme Court, delivered a highly interesting talk on "Doctors as Witnesses." Before the Philadelphia Medical Association of which he is a member, he warned against using doctors as witnesses and held that the jury is absolutely erroneous. More, no less. The notion that a doctor is usually pretty good as an expert witness is false. The doctor should also be kept altogether out of the record or proof of his testimony, even though he should testify. The doctor should not be kept out of the witness stand. The peculiar circumstances which he should follow during forty years of honest practice is a successful man's straightforward message to those troupers who succeed in survival.

Judge Sulzberger, in a graphic account, tells the story of a successful man who has been quoted as saying, "It is a curious fact that one does not have to offend the court or prove his way of being a matter of record or proof of his testimony, even though he should testify. The court should not be kept out of the witness stand. The peculiar circumstances which he should follow during forty years of honest practice is a successful man's straightforward message to those troupers who succeed in survival." The judge adds that it is the court's purpose to ensure that the witness stand be properly conducted and that the doctor be kept out of the record or proof of his testimony, even though he should testify. The doctor should not be kept out of the witness stand. The peculiar circumstances which he should follow during forty years of honest practice is a successful man's straightforward message to those troupers who succeed in survival.

What is the significance of these statements made by Judge Sulzberger? How do they contribute to the overall message of his talk on "Doctors as Witnesses"? These statements highlight the importance of maintaining an impartial and objective approach to legal proceedings. Judge Sulzberger emphasizes the potential for bias and inaccuracies when doctors serve as witnesses in court. He argues that their presence can undermine the integrity of the legal process and that their testimony should be excluded to maintain fairness and impartiality. His talk underscores the need for a more rigorous examination of the role of doctors in the legal system and the potential for enhanced expertise and objectivity in expert witness testimony. These insights are crucial for ensuring the fairness and reliability of legal outcomes, particularly in cases involving medical malpractice or expert testimony in other areas of law.

In summary, Judge Sulzberger's talk serves as a call to action for reforming the role of doctors in legal proceedings. By stressing the need for objectivity and the exclusion of doctors from the witness stand, he advocates for a more equitable and just legal system. This message has significant implications for the practice of medicine and the administration of justice, emphasizing the importance of maintaining the integrity of the legal process and ensuring that expert testimony is based on sound principles of evidence and fairness.
HAWAIIAN BREAKS RECORD.

Kahakolu Cigs 15 Second Off Its Former Record For 100 Yards.

Duke Kahakolu, the star Hawaiian swimmer, gave an excellent exhibition of fast swimming yesterday afternoon in the gymnasium pool, when he covered one hundred yards in 57 seconds flat. This is 1/3 of a second better than the record that he set last Thursday when he defeated J. R. Sturrock by one second. Kahakolu was started by将于 Baunke, who was given a five second handicap. The Hawaiian had no trouble in overcoming him.

George Kiepe, who is training him, feels very confident that before the season is over he will have cut two or three seconds off his time. Kahakolu has never had any skill in swimming and is handicapped to such an extent that if he breathed in the wave through the mouthpiece, he gets him out of the habit and also teaches him to swim in a more direct line.

In addition to the feature match, Baunke did some fancy diving and waterpolo, and Kiepe was matched in a 200-yard race, the former winning in a yard.

Some three hundred spectators gathered the gallery and slippery floor of the pool and connected the spectacular exhibition of swimmers. This morning he leaves for Athletic City. Some time in the latter part of this week he will swim in a special race at the City Auditorium in New York. From there he goes to Chicago to compete in the Olympic trials. If it seems permissible, he will come back to Philadelphia to train again with Coach Kiepe until he leaves for Stockhing with the Olympic team.

GERMAN-AMERICAN RESEARCH.

University's New Department Will Exhibit German Art Collections.

The institution of German-American Research, a department organized a short time ago by the University, will include collectors of manuscripts, art works, and historical objects, as a basis of research in the field of German-American history. And to give official communication with German institutions in all parts of the world has a preliminary exhibit of the collections of Professor Fredrick H. Marsh, who is at present a P. M. in Brooklyn.

Dr. Marsh will also make permanent collections of the German-American Research, and when these will be invited to inspect the collection. Among those who will be asked to visit the collection will be:

Professor Robert E. Morris, chairman of the Harvard Committee on German-American questions. President George Washington University, and chairman of the American Free Press, correspondent of the extreme Sprengel, chairman, and president of the Pennsylvania Historical Society.

Dr. H. A. Heuser, director of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, and his committee. President Henry Appleman, Franklin and Marshall College; Dr. C. J. Herrman, director of the National American University. and of B. Learned. Professor of German at the University.

Aid to Museum Collection.

Valuable assistance is the identification and classification of the flower of the University Museum in being received by the curators from St. Louis, the chief of the flower of the Southern Museum, and his wife. Kahakolu came to the University at the invitation of the curators for the purpose of interpreting the recent addition to the George G. Henshaw collection. These flowers are from the Northwestern territories and are especially familiar to St. Louis, as he has lived many years in that section of the country. After this collection of botanical examination by the Board of the Museum, giving the significance, purpose, origin and use of each article.

CONTEN COMMISSION.

The following members of the Freshman Class have been elected to the Senate, W. H. Avery, W. D. Bates, W. H. Bowman, H. Butler, T. C. C. Erskine, R. A. C. Faun, J. R. Finley, R. J. Peers, 

ENGLISH FASHIONS.

Arrival of Foreign Woolens.

Just through the Customs.

This collection of exclusive fabrics from England and Scotch looms will be the largest strongest in the world. These fabrics which are on everyday display are the largest fabrics for both town and country wear.

A. B. Mathews & Co.

Direct Importers and Tailors

S.W. Cor. 11th and Sansom Sts.

Philadelphia.

Students' Supplies!!

Medical Books, Note Books and Stationery.

U. of P. Jewelry, Watches and Novelties.

Fine Toilet Soaps and Powder.

Perfumes and Toilet Water.

Candy, Cigars, Pipes and Tobacco.

Flag Caps.

Cameras, Films and Photo Supplies.

C. H. GRAMBO,

3507 WOODLAND AVENUE—One Block from Main Entrance.

Philadelphia.
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YOU CAN'T DO WHAT

BY WEARING KNOTTAIR.

HOSIERY.

NO MORE DARNED.

Port Silk $1.00

Silk Lisle $1.50

Silk, $2.50 pair

GUARANTEE

Three pairs six months.

REID & FORT

111-111 Market St. 111 Chestnut St.

Cousins Shoes

FOR

College Men

This Winter's winning models in Tan and

Black.$5.00

Speaking time devoted to Men

J. & T. Cousins

1126 CHESTNUT ST.
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Shirts
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Walter G. Becker
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CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
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Dr. A. H. Tufts. M.D.
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M. W. McCaffrey, M.D.

Morris W. Allen, M.D.
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SENIOR HONOR MEN

(Continued From Page One)

her of all the various committees of his class during the first three years, and is an excellent member of all class committees. He is a member of the Phi Kappa Sigma Fraternity and of the Phi Beta Kappa Honorary Fraternity.

Harold M. Morris, E. E., was presi-
dent of the Class of 1912 in his Fresh-
man year. He was center on the Varsity football team last Fall and won his letter in football in his Junior year. He has served on practically all the important committees of the class and was a member of the Executive Committee in his Sophomore and Junior years. He is a member of the Delta Phi Fraternity.

Edmund Thayer, Wh., was president of his class in his Junior year. He is a member of the "Vanitey ball team and played on last Fall's football team. He has won his letter in base ball and football. He has been a member of the Vanity team for the last three years. He has served on the class Executive Committee in his Sophomore year and has been active in all class affairs entering the University. He is a member of the Delta Phi Fraternity.

BOXING ENTRIES CLOSED

Good Men in All Five Classes Will Make Tournament Close.

Eighteen entries have been received for the boxing tournament for the championship of the University. Entries closed yesterday at 6 o'clock, in the presence of the gymnastic committee.

Among the candidates are many boys who have shown unusual ability. T. D. Harlley is the most promising of the 155-pound class. He was a winner at last year's May day sports and has improved a great deal under the coaching of George Decker. Two men have shown good form. In the 155-

pound class, J. F. Barrett, who won the 155-pound championship at the May Day sports last year and J. W. Moffet, who last year fought Barrett to a draw.

At present R. Roseberry is the only aspirant for the heavyweight title-

nearer, but Coach Decker expects to have a match between Roseberry and Harris last year's Freshman May day winner. These two men are considered the best men of their weight in the University, and a hard battle is expected, as the two men are very closely matched in every particular. Publishing the entries are:

Heaviest—E. ROSBERY.

155-pound class—C. B. Singlet, E. Vankates, M. M. McCaffrey.

155-pound class—O. MacDowell, E. McCaffrey, T. McCaffrey, E. Walsh.


155-pound class—J. W. Moffet, D. Bale.


Freshman Banquet Speakers.

The following speakers for the Freshman banquet, on March 15, have been announced by Chairman Swigert, of the Banquet Committee: Football, H. Journeay; Crew, H. Shoemaker; Track, W. D. Applegate; Class, C. L. Walton; Juniors, Publications, C. Win-
drump Williams; P. D. Bopp will act as toastmaster.

County Commissioner Lectures.

Mr. Frank Gerger, County com-
misriver of Philadelphia County and

permanent secretary of the Keystone Party, gave a lecture to Mr. Williams's class in Recital hall Wednesday at 2:30, the subject being "The Work of a Secretary to a Political Organization."

NEWS OF OTHER COLLEGES

Michigan is seriously considering many students as potential students

for work done on student publications.

Nine university exams are at work on the moving machines at Central, in

chasing every member of last year's eight.

The Professors of Vermont are re-

quired to have a supply of matches on

hand to furnish a light at any time to any opportunities who wish it.

Arr 1904 for the famous Vaudeville thing at Boston's. [Advt]
University Monogram Pin

ENAMELED IN RED OR BLUE
14k. Gold, $.50, $1.50
Silver-Gilt, $.25
Sold only on presentation of

BAILEY, BANKS & BIDDLE CO.
1216-20 22nd Street

J. Coulson Simpson
Art Shop
Pictures
Artistically Framed
3715 Lancaster Avenue
10 PER CENT. TO STUDENTS.

The Man Who Makes the Team
is the man who has stamina, the fellow who comes back strong after a grueling period of play, and forces the fighting in front of his opponent's goal.

Shredded Wheat
gives stamina to the athlete and to the student, because whole wheat contains every element needed to build brain, muscles and bone.

There is no food which meets all the needs of the mind and body as well as whole wheat of which Shredded Wheat is the most palatable and digestible form.

THE SHREDDED WHEAT CO.
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.